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ABSTRACT

Integrated circuit techniques and applications are rapidJ.y
changing the electronics industry.

A problem common to both state-

of-the-art approaches to integrated circuit fabrication is that
of miniaturizing and intGgrating inductors.
It is found that, for a certain range of injection current
levels, certain unsymmetrically doped junction diodes have an
inductive small-signal impedance.

This thesis discusses the theor,y

of inductance diodes and applies finite difference equations and
the Linvill lumped model to the differential equations that describe
their carrier nov.r processes.
the

sm~11-signal

are derived.

The static I-V characteristic and

equivalent circuit at high injection densities

The elements (R,L,C) of this equivalent circuit are

given in terms of the Linvill parameters.

Impedance calculations

are made using this equivalent circuit and are in satisfactory
agreement Tdth experimental results for diodes in which the bnse
length is not too long compared to the diffusion length.
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CHAPI'ER I
INTRODUCTION
A.

Microelectronics.
The term microelectronics means any device-and-circuit

technology that allows complete electronic functions to b9 performed by a very small module or devi('!e package.

Microelectronics

encompasses the w:i.d.e spectrum of modern-day electronics advancements 1mder the va.ried labels of microminiaturization, molecular
electronics. microcircui.ts, thin films, chip and multi-chip
circuits, integrated circuits and others.

The technology and

name that is presently forging ahead as the state-of-the-art is
integrated circuits.

Although integrated circuits include a family

of fabrication techniques, there are only two basically different
processes.

These generic processes, utilizing entirely different

design and fabrication principies, are the silicon monolithic
process and the thin film process.
may be

traced to the Greek:

meanjng stone.

The root of the term monolithic

mono--meaning single, and lithos--

A monolithic circuit is a circuit fabricated from

a single stone, or single crystal.

The silicon-diffused mono] ithic

circuit consists of a number of circuit ele:rnents, both active and
passive, dif'fused into a continuous body of single crystal silicon
substrate.

The term thin film as it applies to integrated circuits

is quite ambiguous.

The film refers to the coating of dielectric,

resistive, conductive, or semiconductive material that is deposited
on a passive substrate such as glass or ceramic.

Used correctly,

thin film defines layer thicknesses in the range from one monoo

layer (about 5 A) to approximately 1 micron.

Any film of larger

2

thickness dimension should be referred to as thick .film.

In

integrated electronics, it is common to term every deposited
l~er

a thin film even

thot~h

it be a mil or more thick.

The

thin film circuit consists of a number of circuit elements, again
active as well as passive, deposited in a patterned relationship
on the structural supporting substrate material.
The two leading techniques of integrated circuit £abrication
are variations of these generic processes.

One of these is a

modification of the silicon-diffused monolithic approach.
other is a hybrid arrangement

usj~g

The

deposited thin films for the

passive components and discrete acti,re devices formed by diffusion
or related processes.

The modified monolithic technique is still

basically an all-diffusion process bn.t uses some type of tsolation
technique in order to minimize component interaction.

Recent success

in isolating component parts of the monolithic structure by using
an instuating material

l~er

of SiOz suggests that dielectric

isolation will be the method of the future (Aarons 1965, Allison

1965).
Although monolithic and hybrid circuit techniques have
different characteristics, each has its unique and individual
superiorities.

The competition between the two is high and is

creating a platform of discussion in the Solid-State Industry.
A recent major conference, The 1965 International Solid-state
Circuits Conference, featured a keynote panel discussion entitled
"Bybrid Versus Silicon Monolithic Circuits" (Davis and Sack 1965).
Whatever the merits of either technology, they have at least one

stumbling block common to both.

This is the inductance parameter.

Inductance coD.s of: reasonable Q and suitable for tuned-circuit
applications defy miniaturization to the

inte~ated

circuit level.

Ingenu1.ty in circuit design, either to eliminate the need of
inductance or alternately to simulate it by the proper combination
of resistors, capacitors and active devices, has only
solution to the

mi~~tt~ized

some of these techniques
B.

inductance problem.

~-11

del~ed

the

(Reference to

be made in the review of literature.)

Statement of the problem.
The purposes of this investigation are to:

(1) adapt the

Linvill Lumped Model to the unsymmetrical junction diode thereby
relating the physical make-up and internal properties of the device
to the model, (2) attempt to optimize the parameter relationship and
thus the model in tem.s of the inductance property, (3) obtain a. snw_llsignal equivalent circuit by relating the lumped model parameters to
conventional (R,L,C) circuit paratlleters, and (4) to verifY this equi...
valent circuit through a comparison of theoretical and experimental
results.

c.

Significance of the stugy.
Dif.ferent j_nvestiga.tors have observed the inductive behavior

of certain unsymmetrically doped diodes at high current densities.
The theory of operation and the theoretical derivation of an equivalent circuit from the differential equations of P-n junction theory,
lead to long and complicated calculations.

Previous attempts have

included simplifying assumptions such as equal carrier
constant fields, and equal doping of the p and n

mob]~ities,

regions~

These

4

restrictions obviously compticate any comparison with experiment.
A complete theoretical treatment
known.

o~

An :insight into various ways

this inductive behavior is not
o~

improving the inductive

behavior should be gained by relating the observed indnct.ance to
the structural make-up and internal physical properties.
D.

Reasons

~or

the investigation.

An interest in integrated

electror~cs

interest in the inductance problem.
circuits stems partially

~rom

a

led to the author's

The interest in integrated

belie~

similar to that

o~

Dr. G. E. :Hoore, Director, Research and Developnent Laboratories

o£ Fairchild Semiconductor, when he stated, "The
electronics is the future
integration will

bring

o~

electronics

about a

itsel~.

proli~eration o~

this science into many new areastt (Moore 1965).

~uture o~

integrated

The advantages

o~

electronics, pushing
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CHAPI'ER II

REVIEVl OF THE LITERATURE

A.

Active network and hybrid approach.
Research for the developnent of suitable inductors for

microelectronics has taken many different paths.

Alternate

solutions to the inductance problem have been investigated
whereby no atteropt was made to develop an actual inductor.
DllJ. (1961) and Khambata (1963) state that large inductance may
be obtained from a transistor in combination with an RC phase-

shift network.

Thi.s is the impedance-inversion principle that

is well known in electronic circuitry.

Transistor circuits of

this type have a low Q*, usually less than unity, due to loading
effects.

Stone and Warner (1961) and Etter and Wilson (1962)

treat the inductive properties of the field-effect tetrode device.
Here the tetrode transistor is biased such that impedance
inversion is obtained.
are obtained, e.g.,

Although reasonable inductance values

0.55 mh at 422 Kc and 6

~at

14 Me, the

temperature stability of the device is not suitable for most
circuit applications..

Dll1 (1962) and Dutta Roy (1963) report

on the inductive behavior of an "inductive" transistor.

This

device is an alloy transistor operating in the

region.

ot -cutoff

It is shown that a Q slightly greater than unity and inductance
values in the mh range can be obtained over a limited frequency

*

Q is a figure-of-merit factor defined as 2 J.r times the ratio

of the maxiJnum energy stored to the energy dissipated per cycle
in a circuit or component.

6

range.

Dutta Roy (1964) obtains a Q of 70 at 200 Kc with an

inductance of 0.7 mh by the compound connection of two transistors
in a modified version of the inductive transistor circuit but gives

no theoretical analysis.
in the range 70 Kc

able capacitor.

However, Dutta Roy obtains oscillations

to 230 Kc by shunting the circuit with a suit-

Limited

frequen~y

range and severe temperat,Jre

instability are the main shortcomings of this

L~ductance

approach.

Dill (1962) reports on the use of avalanche multiplication to increase

the Q of the inductive transistor.

A band pass amplifier vrl.th a Q

of 50 is demonstrated but with limited frequency range and temperature stability.

Dill (1962) also studied an inductive effect

obtained from a unijunction transistor.

Dri.ft of Q and resonant

frequency uith temrerat'll.!'"e make this approach undesirable for
microminiaturi~d

circuits.

Each of the above-discussed active-device inductance circuits
is some form of impedance converter and is not suitable for
resonance or tuned-circuit applications.

The poles of these

networks are not confined to the left-half' of the s-plane and,
in effect, f'requency selectivity is obtained only by operating

on the verge of self oscillation.

In contrast to passive net-

works, Q is easy to obtain but very difficult to maintain at a
constant value.

These

11

inductors 11 have to be either external

to an integrated circuit package or installed within one of the
taller of the T0-5* transistor packages.

Recent reoorts (Warner
J.

• The T0-5 standard designation refers to a package or "can 11
approximately 1/3 inch in diameter and 1/4 inch in height.

7

and Fordemwalt,

1965)

o:f small toroidal coils made of powdered iron

or special ferrites appear more favorable than the above techniques
j.f the hybrid cireuit approach is to be used.

These small toroidal

coils are comparable to T0-5 cans in size and have inductance and
Q values compatible to hybrid circuit applications.

Harner and

Fordemwalt list various core sizes with data ranging from L = 40 )lh
and Q
B.

= 70

at 40 Kc, to L

= 10 ph

and Q = 220 at 100 Me.

Thin-film approach.
Considerable effort has been expended to develop inductance in

a thin-film process.

Warner and Fordemwalt

spiral inductor with L

= 3.91 ph,

Q

= 35.1

(1965) report on a flat

at 80 Me.

Limited

results have been obtained by seq_,.lential deposition of thin-film
conductors, insulators and
and Rider,

magneticall~r

oriented films (SchJ.ab:1ck

1963). Schlaback and Rider give another technique

involving the deposition of a highly conductive film in the form
of a Archimedean spiral using alternate depositions of these
properly oriented multila.ver spirals with insulators.

Khambata

(1963) reports that thin-film, deposited ferrite, inductors have
been made variable by var,ying the permeability of the ferrite
core through application of a d-e magnetic field.

The properties

of these deposited inductors depend upon the pnysical configuration
chosen, i.e., number of turns, radius and width of lines, and the
thickness of conductor used.

Large inductance necessitates bulky

physical size as compared to other integrated circuit components.
Dielectric properties of insulation and substrate also hamper the
developnent of good deposited inductors.

Therefore, until improved

results are obtained, it seems likely that any necessary inductance

8

'Will. have to be placed external to the thin-film region by using

t.he hybrj.d technique.

c.

Honolithic approach.
The monolithic ap,roach to tbe inductance solution has been

concentrated on a deVice once considered of rather secondary
importance with respect to the transistor, i.e., the
diode.

ja~ction

Shockley's (1959) early work considered the diffusion

admittance of the p..n junction as a function of frequency.
treatm~nt,

The

hm-rever, was restricted to low injection leYe1s and con-

sj_dered only minority carrier flow.

Thls resulted in an imaginary

admittance term which was attributed to diffusion capacitance.
Kanai (1954), Mj.smva (1.957) • and Annstrong (1957) obs~rved inductive
effects in

r-n

diodes at high current levels.

Although several

theories were introduced to explain the inductance properties,
Kanai (1955) and Yamaguchi (1956) were among the first to attribute
them to conductivity modulation*.

Kanai (1955), Fir1e and Hayes

(1959), and Ladaey (1960) have all ana1Yzed the inductive reactance
1mder small signal excitation.

Firle and Hayes also considered

the diode imy:-edance as a .function of forward bias current.

J...a.dany

and others (Nishiza1--Ta and ~-lat.:ma"be, 1960; Nordman and Greiner, 1963)
have suggested sy:ecial diode geometries to enhance this conductivity
modulation and have termed these diodes, "inductance diodes."
Arn:strong (1957) and Vannoy (1964) ha.ve studied the pulse response
of the p..n junction a.fter attributing thG inductive phenomenon to
conductivity modulation.

Armstrong used a change in bias level

* See Chapter III for discussion of conductivity modulation.
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approx:imating a current step, Vannoy used a voltage step.

Hisaua

(1957) and KO (1961) have made mathematical justi£ication of the
inductive properties.

Nishizawa and Watanoba (1960) describe the

theory and preparation o£ a high-Q inductance diode.

Limited

success is reported b,y using a p+npn+ structure to obtain negative
resistance in series vd.th the inductive property, thereb,y improving
the Q.

The inductance of this device was in the millihenry range

at frequencies up to 1 Me.

The highest stable Q was 30.

Ladany

and Kearney (1961) used a double-base diode, a simpler version of
the Nishizawa and 'trJ'atanaba device, to obtain a

Q

approaching 1000

and L = 2 mh in a frequency rejection filter operating near

35 Kc.

Schuller and Gartner (1960) discuss a diffused-base transistor 'tdth
open-circuit base connection.

By operating in the avalanche multi-

plication region, the device behaves as an inductive negativeresistance diode.

A coilless L-C circuit was constructed with

resulting resonance at 1.3 Me.

Jl3velopnent of these inductance

negative-resistance devices appears promising if research can reduce
the avalanche noise and solve the temperature instability problem.
These devices can be fabricated in a monolithic functional block
with predicted performance as soon as the inductance negativeresistance effect is fully understood.

Vannoy (1964) suggests

that it may be possible to use a tunnel diode in series with the
inductance diode in order to improve and control the Q.

Dill (1961)

previously reported poor results with this method d11e to the voltagebiased tunnel diode.

The combination of a voltage-stable negative-

resistance device and a temperature-sensitive inductance diode
produces an extremely unstable d-e operating point.

10

D.

Summary.
In smmnary, a review of' the research that has been done in

this area shot•l"S that values of

realizabl~

operating frequency all lie

the range of major circuit interest.

j.n

inductance,

Q,

and

However, many problems and questions remain unanswered.
these dev:i.ces be temrerat1.1re stabilized?

How can

HoH can unwanted oscil-

lations be prevented in those devices that use a negative resistance
to increase the Q?

How can the avalanche noise be reduced

devices operating in the avCllanche multiplication region?

L~

those

\4hat

are the optimized geometries necessary to enhance the inductance
property?

\.Jhat semiconductor

pro~rties

can be optimized to

improve this inductance?
After consideration of the previous work, it is the author 1 s
opinion that the induct8.nce diode is the best approach to follow
in obtaining an inductor compatible with monolithic circuits.

The

first steps to be taken must be toward improving the Q and increasing
the inductance values.

The remainder of this thesis will be devoted

to the last two questions proposed above in an attempt at improving
these properties.

ll

CHAPrER III

INDUCTANCE DIODES
A.

Theory.
A P-n junction diode can be shmm to have a reactance that is

~

function of bias current (Firle and Hayes, 1959).

At zero bias,

this reactance :i.s capacitive and is a result of the barrier spacecharge capacitance.

As the bias is increased in the forward

di't"ection, the diode may behave as if it contained inductive
elements.

This phenomenon has been attributed to delayed con-

ductivity modulation (Ka.nai 1 1955; Yamaguchi, 1956).

The basic

reqtdrement for the existence of conductivity modulation and thus
inductance in a junction diode is that there be a non-negligible
electric field in the base (lightly doped) region.

A second

requirement is that enough mj.n.ority carriers be injected to modulate
the base conductivity.
When a difference of

potenti~l

is apptied across a diode

consisting of a highly doped p region and a

light~

it is partitioned between the junction and the base.

doped n region,
Since the p

regio!l is heavily doped, the voltage drop across the p material is
negligibJ.e.

The voltage drop across the base produces a field in

this region and thus a drift current given by J= cr £ •

This

conductivity cY is not a constant but depends on the carrier concentration (

a'= Ne~

).

It is thus controlled in magnitude by the

voltage across the barrier and the injection mechanism.

Assume

that a step voltage is apPlied across the diode; then a current
is injected into the base and the conductivity increases.

This
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increase in conductivity does not occur immediately because the
carriers must spread throughout the base by diffusion.
wide-b;tse, symmetrically doped diode, the

tim~

For a

required for the

diffusion process wou.1d be equal to the lifetime of the carriers,
2

_.,..,- Lp

(1)

~---

D.P

Lp is the hole di.ffusion length and Dp is the corresponding diffusion constant.

For lightly doped (nearly intrinsic) materials,

(1) can be written
Ll ;t

Lp is replaced with d vrhere d
than the diffusion length.

!S

~

d2.

(2)

2 D/

Ll' to include base v-Tidths less

For intrinsic material, the effective

1

diffusion constant is D = DpDn / (Dp + Dn).

Correspondingly, the

current increases from a negligible value to a value V/Rb where
Rb is the base resistance and V is the voltage across the base.
~~iting this change in current as 6I = V/Rb and dividing by (2)

results in

4I _

V

LlA

R~;,

(3)

If inductance is defined by means of

(4)

where v and i are the instantaneous voltage and current respectively,
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inspection of (3) results in the follorring estimate for the inductance of the base regicn

(5)

The resistance Rb i.s proportior..al to
section) and is a function of

v.

:A

(where A is the di-::>de cross

Although this is a simplified

picture neglecting other sources of current in the diode, the
important result is that under certain conditions the phase of
the apPlied voltage leads that of the base current by 90°.

This

indicates that there is an inductive effect.
A more rigorous mathematical analysis indicates that the inductance property is greatest at zero bias (Ladany, 1960).

It is,

however, in series with the reactance property of the diffusion
capacitance and is overshadowed by the ca::,>acitive terw..

As the

bias is increased, the inductive reactance decreases, but the
capacitive reactance decreases even faster.

At some bias value,

the two reactances cancel and the diode is purely resistive.
This bias level is dependant upon the physical make-up of the
diode.
is a

Firle and Hayes (1959) experimently determined the.t 5 rna

typicc9~

value for silicon abrupt-junction diodes of appro2

xilnately 1 rom
B.

j'Wlction area.

Description of inductance diodes.

Two basic requirements for the existence of inductance in a
forward-biased junction diode were previousl.y given.

These were

14

space-charge region

an electric field in the base region and enough minority carrier
injection to modulate the base conductivity.
schematic diagram of a narrow-base
(1960).

diod~

Figure 1 is a

suggested by Ladany

Ladany simplified his analysis by eliminating volume

recombination in the quasi-neutral base region.

This is accomPlished

by the nn-row..base restriction of the base width equal to or less
than the hole diffusion length.

The base region is ind1.cated by

the I and is very nearly intrinsic.

This intrinsic base permits

the neglecting of the electric field when determining carrier
concentration.
flowing.

This does not mean that. no field currents are

A previous requirement was th:'.t a field mnst be present

in the base.

However, these field currents do not influence the

carrier distribution.

They are due to the injection of charged

15
C?.rriers and neutrality is still approximately satisfied.

The p

region is an emitter so heavily doped with acceptors tha.t no
voltage drop need be considered here.

The R regions are described

as "infin.i..te recombination velocity" contacts.
ohmic

~ontacts

ha.ve a negligible impedance.

equilibrium concentration 1xnder all

These noninjecting

They al.so maintain

con~i..tions

by serving as a

nearly perfect sink or source of excess carriers.

This behavior

is approached in semiconductor contacts by using a lead or tin
alloyed contact.
by Dill (1961).

figure 2 is a diagram of a PIR diode as shovm
This 1twide-base" diode is a better representation

of the normal unsymmetrical diode.

The unmodulated base region

adds nothing to the inductance property and reduces the device Q
by adding serj.es resistance.
A different inductance diode has been suggested by Nordman
and Gt-einer (1963).

Shorm in figure 3, it is symmetrical in that

the doping level of the P region is equal to the doping level of
the N region.

The junctions are abrupt and doping densities are

sufficient to neglect any voltage drop in the doped regions.

Each

of the doped regions serves as a carrier injection source in an
effort to double the effects of conductivity modulation.
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space-charge
region

modulated
base region

p

unmodulated
base region

I

R

d

L,o-4
ngth of intrinsic
region
Figure 2.

A 'Wide-base PIR diode.

space-charge regions

p

Figure

3.

I

A PIN eliode

N
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CHAPTER IV

A DISCUSSION OF MODELS
In considerine an active device such as a vacuum tube or any

of the solid state devices, it is often found that the pQysical
behavior, for certain defined operating conditions, can be
represented by a combination of ideal elements.
is called an equivalent circuit or model.

This representation

The model is a math-

ematical entity and is always distinct from the physical device.
It is thus an approximation and is never actually
the device it represents.

equiv~~ent

to

The degree of approximation 1s directly

de-pendent upon the preciseness used by the analyst in defi.ning the
model properties or variables and to the degree that laws of physics
are followed.
accuracy.

A compromise must be reached bet1rreen simplicity and

This compromise is usually influenced by the intended

application of the device and model.

For example, the simple piece-

wise-linear equivalent circuit used for transistors is sufficient
for same waveshaping and switching applications.

The more detailed

hybrid-parroneter equivalent circuit is preferred if the model is
to represent the transistor in the analysis of a small-signal audio
amplifier.
Models which identify relationships between the external
variables of a device without

explicit~y

considering the internal

physical processes are called ftmctional models.

Hodels which

relate the external behavior to the internal physical processes
are called physical models.

Functional models are most useful

to the electronic circ,lit designer while the physical model is
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of more importance in the design and understanding of the device.
The field of solid state electronics requires much overlap of
these two model concepts since in order to use a device in the
optimum manner, the ctrcuit, designer must have reasonable .familiarity with the physics of that device.
Although the model used in this thesis might be termed a
physical model or even a model of a process, it can be used as
a functional. model.

It should be kept in mind,

ho~orever,

that t.he

author's aim is to relate the physical make-up and internal properties of the device to the model, hopefully :tn such a manner as
to better eXplain and to optimize the inductive behavi.or of unsymmetrical diodes.

Usefulness as a functional model is improved

if' the final equivalent cjxcuit is used with the parameter constants

(R, L, C) rather than the notation and relationships as developed
by Linvill (L.i.nvill

1958).
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CHAPI'ER V

FINITE DIFFERENCE EQUATIONS AND THE LINVILL MODEL
Linvill (1958; 1963) has introduced a lUl'lpP.d model rep:resentation for the finite dif'ference equations describing thP,
current flow through a bulk semiconductor region.
n-type semiconductor bulk as shown in Figure 4.
flo't·I is assu..med to be one-dimensional..
s~tbdivided

Ll

x and cross

Only the excess carrier densities Pi and ni'

and the equilibrium carrier densities Pn and
centers of the volumes will be considered.
impurity density

The carrier

This bulk region can be

into equal volume elements of length

section area A.

Consider an

a-~d

~

= Pn

+ Nd at the

Nd is the ionized

is constant.

The differential equations for the hole- and electron-flow
through an n-type bulk semiconductor are given by Linvill and
Gibbons (1961) to be

aP

I

e

()J;

I

e.

aJp

ax

P- Pn

(6)

Jp

p- Pn
Jp

(?)

These are known a.s the continuity equations where e is the magnitude of the unit electronic charge, p is the mean density of holes,
n is the mean density of electrons and j with appropriate subscript
is the current density.

These equations state that any change in
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Figure 4. Semiconductor bulk region 1dth one-dimensional
carrier flm·T.
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population density of holes in aqy region must be in accordance
with hole flow to and from the region and generation-recomb:tn.'3.tion
inside the region.

Using the assumption that the carrier generation

and recombination depends only on the excess densities o£ the
minority carriers Pi in the center o:f the volume elements, the
continuity

equatio~s

can be transformed j_nto the :finite di.fferen.cl3

equations

eALlx
(9)

where Aj p

i,i+1

= I

Pi,i+1

and Ajn

i,i+1

= In
are the hole and
i,i+1

electron currents between the centers of two adjacent Yollune element.s.
Using the elements of' the lumped model as introduced by Linvill (1958),

storance

S=eAax

combina..nce

H =

eALlX

7p

c

_l_

i
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equations (8) and (9) become

s

(10)

(ll)

The hole and electron currents o£ two adjacent volume elements

are related to the carrier concentrations and the voltage drop
between the centers of the adjacent elements.. These currents

m~

be written as the sum of a drift component given in di..fferential
:rorm by

At ::

e_pp

A P€

i 11 = e~l1. A tt €

(12)

and a di£fusion component given b.1

J.p --

eA

Dp

"dP

Jx

(13)

-

ln -

eA

Dn

an

Jx

where )lp and Jln are the carrier mobilities and

~

and

Dn

are the

diffusion constants of the holes and electrons respectively.
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Addition of components and conversion to difference form gives
for elements i, i+l

Ip_.; .i +I = - e fl,._,p ~"

+

"3 ; p,-. 1 ~

~ ~t:; x- ~!.)

- eA Op 0·~; PJ

(14)

In"· .~: +1
/

(15)

Again using Linvill 1 s (19.58) lumped model eleJI'lents as defined by

hole mob:Uance

electron mobilance

/'1n.=

eAPn.
tlX

hole diffusance

electron diffusance

H,o =

Hn-

eA Dn
LlX
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Eqttations (14) and (1.5) can b3 written as

Ip~:

A.

+I

=

- ;V/p

(Pit

+- ~·;Pi.,_')

(Vi+, - ~) - Hp (p_,.·+,- P.i)

(16)

(17)

A lurrrp9d model for volume element i is given in Figure

.5.

The values of the mobllances and di.ffusances are shmm doubled.
This has been done becauee they account for the distance from
the center of element ito the adjac~nt element, e.g., ~x/2.
The model sho-wn is an actual physical model o£ the semiconductor
in 1.-rhich the accuracy depends only on the element vddth

~

x and

the assumption that carrier generation and recombination depend
only on minority carrier excess density.

With this model and

equ.a.tions (10), (11), (16) and (17), the transport mechanisrr1s
can be related to the semiconductor geometry and the physical
constants.
Outside the space-charge region in a semiconductor, POisson's
equation can be replaced by a quasi-neutrality condition kno"t·m
as space...charge neutrality.

This is the approximation that any

introduction of minority carriers is immediately accompanied by
fl.ow of majority carriers s,.1ch that neutrality is maintained.

2Mn
nn

l\,. + ni
/

\

\

/

/

\

/

\

/

\

I

2H

n

+ n ~~
.. 1

\

/

2~

\

/

\

/

\

~i,i4

~i-t;i

s

He

Pn +Pi

Pn +Pi#
2

2H
p
I

~~.1

Figure 5. Lumped model representation of carrier. n<»r
through a semi.eonductor vol.ume element i.

v._._i

~~

1
·~
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j

Space charge neutrality implies that

ltj_ -

Pi

(18)

Equations (18) relate the majority and minority carrier concantrntio~~.

They can be used to eliminate one type of these ccncen-

trati0ns in the continuity equations (lO) and (ll) and current
equ~tions

(16) and (17).
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CHAPTER VI
ANP.LYSIS OF AN UNSYMMETRICALLY OOPED P-N DIODE
A.

Lumped model.

The finite difference equations and the lumped model o£
Chapter V can be applied to semiconductor diodes.
diode shmm i.n Figure 6.

Consider the

The junction is abr11pt and the p region

is assumed to be so heavily doped that its influence can be
neglected in comparison to the lightly doped n region.

heavily doped
emitter region

lightly doped
base region

space-charge
region

ohmic
contact

..

:·.·/
..

p

•

N

..

.··:
~--

I

x=O
Figure 6.

x=d

Unsymmetrically doped junction diode.

Linvi.ll and Gi.bbons (1961) have shown that the space-charge
junction region ean be represented by the model given in Figure 7.
The eqrw. tions are referred to as the "laws of the jnnction."
is the

voltag~

drop across the space-charge region.

VJ

nJ and PJ are

the excess carrier densities at the boundary of the jnnction.

The

laws of the junction relate this voltage to the concentration of
excess minority carriers at the boundaries between the space-charge

28

In
n side

p side

~.___

____

nJ = "p[exp(~J) -~
Figure 7.

re-~:ton

-.~

PJ

~

= Pn[expt~J)-~

Model of a P-n junction.

and the bt,J.k regions.

CJ is the space-charge capacitance

and will be neglected in this analysis.

The neglecting of CJ is

justified b,y tho fact that the magnitude

o~

the diffusion capaci-

tance is mu.ch larger• than CJ if the diode is operated at
to high fort-1ard current densities.

Iliffusion capacitance is

implicitly accounted for in the storance element.
assumed that only hole current I =
bet-ween the p and n regions.
of CJ gives a

bounda~J

norma~

~

It is further

flows across the boundary

This a.ssumption and the neglecting

condition for the electron current

~

the

lightly doped n region

In

~

=o)

0

(19)

Another boundary condition, vanishing excess carrier concentration
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0

(20)

can be obt.ained if the ohmic metal-semiconductor contact is assumed
to be an in£inite recombination velocity region.
The outlined assumptions and boundary condition can now be
incorporated vdth the lumped model of Figure 5 and the junction
model o:r Fig'tlre 7 to give a lumped model o:r the unsymmetrical. d:i.od3.
This single section lumped model is shown in Figure 8.

The i

not.!l.tion is dropped in the interest of s:L"llplicity as only one
element is considered here.

This simple lumped model describes

the diffusion mechanism and the conductivit.y module.t:i.on in the
n-type base region.

Using the results of Chapter V, the following

equations apply to the model.,

In,,z .:::

-2 fVIn

(p .. + NJ +

A2+ Pax~

-I{)

(21)

7-2 Hn (13-~)
+

10

P.,{

f-

Hn

-r 2

-2 Mp

(P" -.-

R2r

{fn

+-

0- Pz)

R)~ - 10)

-2 Hp

-2 Mp

~ (~ - ~)

~2,_

P:.

(23)

{(c- ~

)(V; - ~

-2 Hp

(22)

rJ- li)

(24)

JO

PJ

nn + P2

I1n + P1

=0

~
I

I

I
I
I

2~

2fin

In1,2= 0

I

In2,J

s

-H

c

Ip1 t 2

IP2,J

\

\
\

\

Pn+Pz

Pn + P1

I

PJ

=0

Pn

+

'---v/
J
j·unction

2Hp
v1

Vz

2~

base

Figure 8. Single-section lumped model of unsymmetrically
doped junction diode.

VJ
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s d::tdPe

(25)

(26)
F.Jcamination of the six equations (21) - (26) reveals ten
unknowns*.

However equation (26) is actually two equ,'3.tions and

the boundary conditions (19) and (20) can be used to eliminate
two unknmms.

This leaves eight unknowns and seven equations.

By elimination of all otl'.er u."lknowns, except. I, a nonlinear first-

order differential equation with respect to time is obtained for
the voh.nne concentration p •
2

2-$p[~

+ R, +

;:: [P~ +

~J- Pc[~ +2 Pn t-~]

1]

+

[M

+ Pn r

fJ

(27)

The solution of this equation for a smal.l perturbation signal
results in a small signal equivalent circuit.
B.

Sna.1l signal equivalent circuit.

A.t high :injection levels ( ~ >) Pn /

JofJ ) , equation (2?)

reduces to

d~

dr

*

Nd• Pn and the model elements can be determined from the diode
dimensions and physical constants.

(28)
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I f a small a-c current is superimposed on the existing .fonrard

bias current, perturbations o.f the excess carrier densities and
the diode voltages wi.ll appear.
Let Pz(t) be equal to
current is I exp (j wt).

Pz -

P:2 exp

(j wt) where the superimposed

Equation (28) beoomes

I

I

(29)

where the quantities pz and I are phasors.

From the di.f.ference

equations (21) - (26)

(30)

For high injection lev~ls, (

fz >>

Pn / Aid

),

equation (30) reduces

to

(31)
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Rewriting (31) in terms of small signal components

fJ. -

pi!..

+

(32)

Using eq,.tation (29) in equation (32) resul. ts in

(33)

The exponential term of the law of the junction can be expanded

in a power series

e)(p

(i~

-

+

1

e Vjy~ .1_
( .A rj
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+ - ..

Retaining the first two tenns, the law of the jnnction for smaJ.l
si.gn:::tl excitation becomes

A e V.r
J.

where VJ is a phasor quantity.

w

(34)

Equating (33) and (34)

ll

T

-1-+-1-:-:-'-1c----:(l_+_*_p_:.._.i}_-rJ-,w-_-5-{-I-.J-!!J_e-}
~

Hp

~

l'f

Hp

(35)

,41,

Defining the small si.gna1 junction impedance as

(36)

Z;r -

and solving for li fran (35)

1

+

(1

He

-'I

•

Hp

_i_ ( 1 +

1

-4- 1-/p

+jW

2

+

He

Lt Hp

__$___ ( 1

.1

-t-jlJ

~

AP)
/"lh

(37)

{1 r/1'/P)
_Aitn

t- ftfp )

lip

/f/1,..,

1 + !!.s_ ( 1
L; hj

+

/Yfp)

/11,

Examination of the second term in brackets by a dimensional analysi.s
shows that it is the reciprocal of a current.

As no time variation
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is included, it must be a d-e current.

(38)

Replacing p

1

by

(39)

(4o)

This same expression for the d-o current through the space-charge
region ca..'t'l be obtained d:i.rectJ.y from the dif.ference equations

(21) - (26) and the law of the junction (39).
The small signal junction im:r:edance can now be 't..Jritten as

(41)
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F.cpJ.ation (41) is of the form

a.

.1 rJW?'b
t+Jwr

(42)

and is the im ~dance of the phase lead network shovm in Figure 9

1-J"here

b-

a.=
(4J)

Rz

c
Figure 9. Phase lead network (small-signal equivalent
circuit of unsymmetrical diode junction at high injection
levels)

Fr~m

(41), (42), and (4J)

R, -

1
2 + ..t!s_
Lf Hp

(1

+~)
/'1n)

(44)

37

2

-t-

He (1
It Hp

+ /'1

p)

(45)

/11'l

The small signal :Un:z:edance of the bulk region can now be
found i.n a similar manner.

An attempt to find the complete bulk

i.mr-edance in one step leads to dif'f'iculties in that one portion
of the bulk has a high injection level and the other part near
x = d has low injection.

Using the condition of high injection

levels, the botmdary condition (19), and the dif.ference equations
(21) - (26), the voltage from x

=0

to x

= d/2

is

(47)

From equations (29), (38), (47), and the definition

v,

-~

I
The bulk im~dance o:f the region

o

~

(48)

x ~ d/z. is

(49)

Equation (49) is of the form

z- -

(50)

and represents the impedance of a RL network as shown in Jt'igure 10

where

}:::

(51)
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L

Figure 10. RL circuit (Sillall-signal equivalent circuit
£or one-hal£ o£ base region in an unsymmetrical junction
diode at high injection levels)

From (49), (50), and (51)

(52)

L

2 + ItJic
(1
Hp

+-

(.53)

JVJp)

/'1,

The impedance of the bulk region d/c. ~X ~ d

can be found

:from

(54)
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The determination of

-v2 -

v3

becomes cumbersome as a result of the

high injection behavior near x = d/2 and the low injection behavior
at x = d.

Dill (1961) indicates that i f the bulk region length is

longer than the dirf'usion length for holes, the additional length
is an unmodulated region that adds a non-inductive resistance to
the diode.

The diffusion length of holes :i.s close to d/2 for the

experimental diodes used in this thesis*, therefore, the remainder
of the bulk region will be neglected.
If' the equivalent circuits of the different parts (Figure

9

and Figure 10) are connected in series, the diode small si.gruU.
equivalent circuit is obt:iined.

This equivalent circuit shown in

Figure J..l is valid for small signals a:;;'!plied to unsymmetrically
doped junction diodes at high injection levels where the influence
o£ the diffusion capacitance is dominated b,y the bulk inductance.

L

Rz

c
Figure 11 • Snall-signal. equivalent circu:i.t of an unsymmetrically doped junction diode at high injection
densities.

*

See Apt=endix for dimensions of experimental. diodes.
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CHAPTER VII
COMPARISON

WITH EXPERIMENT

F.igure 12 gives the results of il'tpedance measurell'lents taken
to show the change over from capacitance dominated values at low
injection levels to values dominated by the inductive effect at
increasing injection current*.

'!he change in & from a negative

to a positive angle is in agreement with the theory of inductance
diodes as discussed in Chapter III.

The decreasing value of J~J

\0

7
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dt.ode
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Figure 12. Impedance magnitude (solid line) and phase
(dashed line) as a function of d-e current.

*

See

Ap~ndix

for tables of experimental and calculated data.
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with increasing injection current is in agreement with equations

(41) ctnd (ll-9) even though these e(!uations wer3 derived for high
injection levels only.
Figure 13 compares the equivalent circuit performance to an
e~rimental

diode with base length approximately twice the

diffusion length for holes.
.and

e~rimental.

The displacement between calculated

curves is most probably due to the neglecting

of t.he unmodulated base region in Chapter VI.

This nearly intrinsic

bulk region adds resistance to the derj_ved impedance expression.
Figure 14 1va.s obtained using a diode with base 1ddth approximately
equal to 3 ~·

Slightly more displacement bet1.reen curves is

observed thus substantiating the theory that the unmodulated
ba.se region should not have been neglected.

The addition of more

sections to the single-section lumped model would lead to better
approximations.
No attempt is made to correlate the calculated and observed
imp3dance phase angles as listed in Tables 2 through 5.
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uns,ymmetrically doped diode as a function of d-e
current with frequency as a parameter. Full lines:
:measured impedance. Dashed lines: calculated
impedance.
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Figure 14. Small signal impedance magnitude o:f an
unsymmetricaLLY doped diode as a function of d-e
current with frequency as a parameter. Ful.l lines:
measured impedance. tashed lines: calculated
impedance.
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CHAPTER VIII

CONCLt5IONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
It is concluded that the equivalent circuit o:f Figure 11 is
valjd for small-sigThils applied to unsymmetrically doped junction
diodes at high injection levels uhere the in.fluence o:f di:f:fusion
capacitance is dominated by the buJ.k inductance.

The range of

values of the capacitance and the parallel resistor R1 is such
that these terms could be neglected
at high injsction levels.

inma~

diodes of this type

For example, calculations using diode

#1 resulted in capacitance values of

.77

pf to

with .026 ohms to .0043 ohms respectively.

4.6

p£ in parallel

It is also observed

tha+. even where unable to neglect these terms, the capacitance
equation (46) can be reduced to

(

with very little error.

(55)

Similarly equations (45) and (52) may be

reduced to

(.56)

The calculations for an equivalent circuit of this type are
tedious.

It is recommended th~t any further work with the addition

of more lumped models, be considered as a computer analysis.
suggestion for further work with this model is to investigate

A

46

the variation of inductive reactance with :frequency.

Ladf'.ny (1960)

h::ts predicted that the maximum inductive reactance occurs when the
diffusion transit time equals the inverse of the radian frequenqy.
Another suggestion is the solution of equation (27) for the
conditions of low and moderate as well as high current densities.
This would lead to a more complete equivalent circuit of the
inductance diode.
Questions were proposed in Chapter II as to what geometries and
semiconductor properties could be optilnized in order to enhance the
inductance property.

A large LC product will give a large ratio of

inductive reactance to capacitive reactance.
and

From equations (46)

(53)

LC

(57)

Replacing the Linv:Ul parameters with their def'initions, results in

LC Since

(){ t0tx) <

(A X )'t

I 6 D'
;p

<sa>

~

LC

(59)

This equation suggests that a material with a small diffusion constant
and a long base

1~dth

is desirable for inductance diodes.

This is in

agreement with equation (5) in the discussion of inductance diode
theory.
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APPENDIX A
The "diodes" used for the experimental. values were actually
p~rt

a

of a 2N2160 unijunction transistor.

~ketch

Shrnm in Figure

J5 is

of the semiconductor regions as viewed through a metal-

lurgical stage microscope.

The germanium unijunction transistor

was chosen because of the heavilY doped p region and the long
lightly doped n region.

The emitter and base 1 were used as diode

#1 and the emitter and base 2 as diode #2.

Figure 16 is the circuit

used to measure the impedance of the diodes.
The following physical constants for nearly intrinsic germanium
are given by Linvill (1963) and were used in the calculations.
DP

= 4 9.3

en

-1

2
2

-1

..Up = 1.900 en

~

2
-1
en sec
2
-1
-1
= 3,900 en volt
sec

L

= .3 mm

Dn = 101

sec

volt

sec

-1

Yp = 20 u sec

p

The Li.nv111 parameters calculated from the measured dimensions
anct the above physical constants are:

S

H0
MP

£1-ode /f1
= 1.5 x 1o-20 coulomb - cm3

= 7.5 x
= .5.3 x

16 amp - cm3
lo- 17 amp- cm3/volt
lo-

Mn = 11.1 x 10H

p

17

~

rump- cmJ/volt

= 1.4 x 10-18 amp - em3

Hn = 2. 86 x 1 0

-18

3

amp - em

diode tf2
S

= 2.5 x 10·

Hc = 12. .5

20

x 10

coulomb - c~3
-16
3
amp - em

17 amp- crn3/volt
Mri = 6.9 x 1o-17 amp- cm3/volt

~

= 3.24

HP

= •86

x lo-

-18

x 10

Hn = 1.7.5 x 10

-18

amp - em

3
~

amp - em;

The value of e/kT at room temperature is 38.5 volt

-1

•
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emitter
lead

n-region

base 1

I
l-f-.
I

P-region
(diameter
approximately

I

5.5mm -r• +--. 90mm -~
1

.15nun)

Fig'.lre 15.

Semiconductor regions o:f a 1Lrd.jun.ction transistcr

as seen through a metallurgical stage microscope.

audio
frequency
generator

150 )l:f

570 K.n..

diode
power
supply

Figu~e

16.

Circuit used to measure diode impedance
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APPENDIX B
EXPERIMENTAL DATA

TABLE 1

Impedance magnitude and phase as a function of d-e current
diode #2
frequency

=5

Kc

I

microam-peres

10

20

30

.50

70

100

1~1
ld.l.ohms

7.4

.5.4

3.7

2.8

1.9

.875

-60

-zo

+20

-+60

+80

+10°

&

degrees
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TABLE 2

EXPERIMENTAL DATA

Impedance of diode #1 as a function of d-e current and frequency.

Frequency (Ke)

Ide
(milliamperes}

20

10

5
0

;2o 0

140 /22°

6oM

63 /22°

65/22°

1.5

30/6°

38 !12°

40 /18°

2

29&

30 /20°

33 /22°

2.5

24 ,62°

25~

28 /24°

3

21 /13°

21 /24°

23

.5
1

120 i1o

130

h6°

TABLE 3

EXPF..RIMENl'AL DATA

Impedance of diode 12 as a funation of d-e current and frequency

Frequency (Kc)

Ide
(milliamperes)

.5

5

10

20

1.50 /19°

180 /29°

240 /'34°

1

70 /24°

85

LJ5°

119 /38°

1.5

50/25°

61 /36°

90/39°

2

32 /26°

46b!f

69

2.5

30 /28°

4oM

.58 /4o 0

3

25M

32/38°

45M

;4o0
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TABLE 4

CALCULATED DATA

Impedance o:f diode #1 as a function of d-e current and frequency

Frequency ( Kc)

Ide
(milliamperes)

20

5

.5

70.1 L19.3°

82.3/32.2°

35 /19.5°

41.2 /32.8°

1.5

23.3 /19.4°

27.4 h2.6°

2

17 ·5 l-19.;,0

20.6

1

2.5
3

!32.5°

,j9.5°

16.5 /32.5°

11.7/19.5°

13.7 /~2.6°

14

TABLE .5

CALCULATED DATA

Impedance of diode #2 as a function

or

d-e current and frequency.

Frequency ( Ke)

Ide
(milliamperes)

20

.5

/19°

.5

70

1

J.sM

1 • .5

28.8 /19.2°

2

17 • .5 AQ.4°

2 • .5

14 !19°

19.8 /lo.6°

11.7 /12°

16 • .5 ;io!6°

3

99 /10,_5<'
49 • .5

Lf 0,6°

3.3 /1o,6°
24 • .5

Ao.6°
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